
Using the lateral thinking method by Dr Edward de Bono 
to refine your website’s content and IA (information architecture)

SIX THINKING HATS
content planning
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Content in hand Final goal
MAKING THE CONTENT WORK FOR YOUR TRAGET GROUP



INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE | NAVIGATION
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TEXT

content collected
organised organically

files in some order, 
logical at the time of production

files reviewed & edited,
solid IA to be confirmed

IA informs the site structure,
site map will guide UI design

organised for users & in context informed by IA, to establish nav
content structured

organising
labelling
indexing

IA

connecting
guiding
linking

UI

site map



How do we plan for an effective content structure?? How can we make sure to meet people’s expectations and needs?

How can we create a website that delivers?

FOR PEOPLE.
WORK WITH PEOPLE



CONSIDER ALL ABILITIES
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To create an inclusive and effective website, accessibility is part of all stages of 
the process: content planning, production and design.



ACCESSIBILITY OF CONTENT: CONSIDER ALL ABILITIES
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Modern
Times

Charlie Chaplin

Film summary:
The !lm opens with an overhead shot of a "ock of 
sheep jostling in their sheep pen, and rushing 
through a chute. Instantly, the sheep dissolve into 
a similar overhead shot of industrial workers 
pushing out of a subway station at rush hour on 
their way to work...

listen to !lm summary

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 

elit. Donec odio. Quisque volutpat mattis eros. 

Nullam malesuada erat ut turpis. Suspendisse urna 

nibh, viverra non, semper suscipit, posuere a, pede.

Donec nec justo eget felis facilisis fermentum. 

Aliquam porttitor mauris sit amet orci. Aenean 

dignissim pellentesque felis.

Morbi in sem quis dui placerat ornare. Pellentesque 

odio nisi, euismod in, pharetra a, ultricies in, diam. 

Sed arcu. Cras consequat.

transcript

Home

Flower

Car Sunshine

Clouds

Widen your audience by offering 
alternatives to content

While a necessity for some 
alternatives will be useful and appreciated by many.



CONSIDER ALL INDIVIDUALS & SITUATIONS

During planning, to prepare for user testing, work with personas to 
revise your content in context and to refine your site’s objectives.

Don’t assume anything.

… calm and rational

Your users might be…

… viewing your site in a situation  
    you cannot even imagine.

… in a rush … or relaxed and with time to spare.
… tech savvy … or fairly inexperienced.

… or in distress.

Get people involved in your planning and ask for feedback on all aspects of your site.  
Nothing will be more productive than input from your end users.
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The Green Hat focuses on creativity; the 
possibilities, alternatives, and new ideas. It's 
an opportunity to express new concepts and 
new perceptions.
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CONTENT AUDIT: SIX THINKING HAT APPROACH

Which elements would you like to include?

Which aspects are you worried about?
Review list of all ‘nice-to-have’ elements.

Reminder: who is your site for?
What is the given content?

Will your content meet expectations?
Does your site provide useful information?

Check against list of all ‘must-have’ elements.
What could your site achieve?

How could your site evolve after launch?

How can you make your site stand out?
What unique approach can your site take?

Which content elements warrant special 
treatment / presentation?

Are you keeping your focus on your target group?

Is the project on track?

All content spell-checked and proof-read?
Content review, going by summative checklist

What can go wrong?
What are the upcoming challenges?

Is any part of planned content weak or in need of improvement?

Perform site tests + address issues!
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the optimist

the intuitive mind
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the optimist

the intuitive mind
the creative mind

the analyst

the rational mind

the sceptic

‣ fact-driven
‣ text-orientated
‣ values clarity over visual flair
‣ often uses tab to navigate sites

‣ patient and calm browsing habits
‣ internet use mainly leisurely,  

allowing time to consume content
‣ interest to explore site likely
‣ prefers navigation with mouse,  

or use of tablet

‣ confident tech user, used to fast pace 
digital work

‣ impatient browsing habits, using many tabs 
and keyboard shortcuts

‣ quick skim reader, relying on  
good visual hierarchy

‣ risk of abandoning site high

‣ confident tech user
‣ prefers familiar patterns to unusual approaches
‣ responds strongly to visual design
‣ prefers mixed content combining media and text 

‣ easily swayed by visual design
‣ engaged by unique and strong ideas
‣ tends to wander off / be easily distracted
‣ prefers to use open source apps/browsers

‣ objective and analytical
‣ usually rushing / skim reading
‣ likes consistency & logic
‣ main net use: mobile / tablet
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the rational mind

the optimist

the sceptic

the intuitive mind

the creative mind

the analyst
stairw
ell

stairwell

CONTEN
T

CONTENT -> IA -> SITE MAP



DESIGN FOR INCLUSION & DELIGHT.

DESIGN WITH PEOPLE FOR PEOPLE.
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